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Abstract. Service interaction manifests itself as a function of services
which neither acts exactly as a sum all services nor behaves as
expected. In Customized Application for Mobile network Enhanced
Logic (CAMEL), services may interact both in call-related and call-
unrelated context. A formal approach to detection of CAMEL service
interaction in mobile communication system is suggested. The ap-
proach is based on CAMEL basic call state models and mobility
management model. It takes into account the distributed nature of call
control and also allows expression of behavior related to mobility
management and to out-band signaling procedures. Description logic
is used to formalize the behavior of the system and services. A
standard inference algorithm is used to detect feature interaction.

1. Introduction

Service interaction problem arises after the introduction of
Intelligent Network where the number of customized services
and features increases.

The service (feature) interaction problem has been inten-
sively studied through the years but still there is no global
solution. Common practice of the operators is to avoid any kind
of feature interaction. In the design of service control model so
that certain interactions cannot occur, the combinations of ser-
vices that might cause troubles are forbidden. However, restric-
tions on usage of certain services reduce the flexibility in service
creation. Further, the service interactions can never be com-
pletely avoided as there are almost always interactions that slip
through the networks.

Significant research efforts were made into service inter-
action detection. Formal model based solutions apply formal
reasoning to detect service interaction. The formal models use
finite state machines [1,2,3,4], temporal logic [5,6,7,8], pro-
cess algebra [9,10,11,12], and Petri nets [13,14,15,16]. The
applicability of the approach depends on the expression of the
expected service’s behavior and its implementation in the net-
work.

On one hand, the interactions within a given model can be
found after conducting complete analysis which is possible only
if the approach is formalized. On the other hand, the exponential
increment of models’ size with respect to size of the problems
might become an issue. Having a reasonable set of service can
lead to models to explode in number of their states and each
state will need further exploration.

The goal of the paper is to provide description of mobility
management and call processing in mobile networks and a
straightforward approach to express the behavior of CAMEL
services. CAMEL stands for Customized Application for Mobile
network Enhanced Logic and it is Intelligent Network for mobile
networks [17]. The approach is based on CAMEL basic call state
models, attach-detach model, Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context
state model and Short Message Service (SMS) state model. We

illustrate the capabilities for detection of service interaction for
call related services triggered by mobility management events.
In comparison with the quoted approached, our approach can
also be reformulated to signaling connections that are not call
related such as Short Message Service or Internet Protocol (IP)
connectivity.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
discuss previous work connected with our approach to service
interaction detection. Section 3 starts with introduction to de-
scription logic and then discusses its usage for CAMEL state
models description. The approach to service definition and the
algorithm for inference of features interaction are presented in
Section 4 and Section 5. At last we conclude the paper.

2. Related Work

A number of authors had suggested that feature interaction
detection is a satisfiability problem. Starting point for our re-
search was the work of C. Areces, W. Bouma and M. Rijke [18].
The authors use a formal model for the specification of features
by means of description logic. Their formal definition of basic
telephone system and additional features is based on the basic
call processing. Properties of features are formally proved and
interactions are detected by means of standard reasoning tasks
from description logic.

The authors present a formal language FI to define

concepts related to possible subscriber states, network states
and subscriber actions. For example, ringing

v
 ringback

u
 and

engaged
u
 are subscriber states representing the ringing termi-

nal with the receiver onhook, the receiver is off and emits a ring
back tone, and a connection with another party respectively,
while calling

uv
 and path

uv
 are internal states of the network,

representing the terminal at v is ringing with u waiting for v to
accept the call, and u and v can communicate respectively.
First-order logic is used to define terminologies and assertions,
and also to reason about them. For example, the following state-
ments connect the observable states of the terminal with ones
representing network states

calling
uv

   ringing
v
   ringback

u
 u≠v

path
uv

   engaged
u
  engaged

v
.

There are statements specifying how a user and the net-
work can change state.

The approach proposes a “good logic” to reason about
features and the interaction problem, but its view of the network
is simplistic on purpose. In reality, we can not manage the
network as if it is a single network element with a basic call
process for each call. The call may originate from an exchange
and terminate in another one, or even may connect subscribers
in different networks.

To provide more realistic model of the network, reflecting
the distributed nature of the call control, more detailed represen-
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tation of the basic call process is needed. The CAMEL splits the
basic call process into two parts, called originating basic call
state model (O_BCSM) and terminating basic call state model
(T_BCSM) [19]. The models describe procedures for initiating
and receiving call respectively. In both models, detection points
are defined, at which the service logic can be triggered. In
addition to basic call state models, CAMEL introduces three new
models that allow service logic to control procedures related to
mobility management, data session establishment and messag-
ing [19].

Our approach is based on CAMEL call control and mobility
management models to describe the behavior of mobile commu-
nication system (MCS) in the context of call-related service. The
approach possesses more expressive power as it distinguishes
between call processing for the originating party and terminating
party, and considers mobility management also. Following the
same approach it is also possible to express service interac-
tions for data communications and sending and receiving short
messages.

3. Description Logic for CAMEL Services

A. Basics of description logic

Consider a domain ∆ with fixed names of the concepts
and the roles, and given constants forming a triplet 〈C, R, A〉  so
that one can define the set of the concepts C, terminologies T
and assertions A(i.e. allowed formulae in TBox and ABox
respectively) as follows:

BC       C  ¬BC   BC   BC

C       BC ∀  R.BC  ∃  R.BC

T       BC    C   BC  ≡ C
A      a:C  (a,b):R

where any basic concept C is in C, any basic relation R is in
R, and constants a, b are in A. The pair 〈T, A〉  is knowledge

base where T ⊆  T  and A ⊆  A.
Interpretations of description logics are I = (∆I,.I) where

∆I  is a non-empty set and .I is a mapping of subsets of ∆I  onto

the concept names, relations over ∆I  onto role names, and
elements of ∆I onto constants. The interpretations are extended
over C as follows:

(  )I = ∆I

(⊥ )I = ∅
(C   D )I  = C I   D I

(¬C )I = ∆I \ C I

(∀ R.C )I  = { a ∈  ∆I | ∀ b ( (a,b) ∈  R I → b ∈  C I ) }
(∃ R.C )I = { a ∈  ∆I | ∃  b ( (a,b) ∈  R I ∧  b ∈  C I ) }
In fact, ∀ R.C means the whole subset of elements of ∆

that are in relation R with the element C. The duality of operator
∀  can be expressed in terms of operator ∃ , as ∀ R.C = ¬∃ R.¬C.

The definition of satisfaction is intuitive as a relation be-
tween interpretations and terminologies or assertions. Thus     is
a relation between I and all formulae supported by I:

I   C   D iff C I ⊆  D I

I   C    D iff C I = D I

I   a:C iff a I ∈  C I

I    (a,b):R iff (a I,b I) ∈  R I

So,  for  a  subset  K  ⊆   T  U A one may state that

I   K iff I     ϕ: ∀ϕ  ∈  K. One refers to a consequence if there
is a knowledge base 〈T, A〉  and formula ϕ such that ϕ∈ T  UA

then ϕ follows from 〈T, A〉  i.e. 〈T, A〉    ϕ iff ∀ I: I   〈T, A〉
⇒  I    ϕ where ⇒  notes implication. One of the main
reasoning tasks in the description logic is to check whether a
given formula follows from a given knowledge base.

B. CAMEL models

CAMEL provides models describing the process for initi-
ating calls (O_BCSM) and the process of receiving one
(T_BCSM). Both models can trigger CAMEL service logic.
Both O_BCSM and T_BCSM are represented as state-transi-
tion diagrams that describe the call processing states and tran-
sitions between them. The states are named points in call and
the transitions are caused by events such as call initiation, call
answer, or disconnect. An event can have an associated detec-
tion point at which the service logic can be invoked if predefined
criteria are met. CAMEL T_BCSM is shown in figure 1.

The CAMEL Attach-detach model is defined to enable the
service logic to control the GPRS mobility management. This
model tracks the mobility management procedures for GPRS
and allows the service logic to intervene in them. Figure 2 shows
the CAMEL Attach-detach model.

Although there is no Attach-detach model explicitly defined
for circuit switched subscribers, [19] defines a mechanism for
service logic notification about events concerning the mobility
management in circuit switched domain. The service logic may
be triggered on events related to location update and attach,
detach procedures.
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action functions. An action function FuncBCSM for a given state
corresponds to the possible transitions in the TBCSM. For
example, the expression

FuncBCSM(T_Call_Handling)={T_Called_Party_Busy}∪
{T_No_Answer}∪{T_Answer}∪{T_Abandon}

means that in case of an incoming call, the terminating party
may  be busy or not reachable, may not answer at all,  may
answer or may receive an indication that the originating party
abandons the call.

The fact that each party can change the TBCSM state only
by means of certain actions is represented by the following
statement:

For all s∈TBCSMs, and all R∉FuncBCSM (s), s   ∀R.s.
The same is applied to the Attach-detach model where an

action function FuncMM for a given state corresponds to the
possible transitions in the Attach-detach model. For example, the
activation functions FuncMM(Detached)={Attach},
FuncMM(ChangeOfPosition)={Detach}, and  FuncMM(Attach)=
{Detached}, describe all possible changes of Detached state.

Then having the statement
For all s∈MM, and all R∉FuncMM(s), s   ∀R.s

we can derive DetachedC     ∀T_Call_HandlingAB.DetachedC.

4. Service Models

A. An approach to definition of services and
interaction

Services are modeled by refinement.
The definition of refinement is formalized as the refine-

ment operation δF, for a given service F, which transforms a
given knowledge base K into another knowledge base δF(K ).
The last is augmented by a set of activation concepts which
generally are AF ⊆ { Fu | u ∈ SUB }. So, let N ⊆ AF 

 then
K and F interact on activation N if  δF(K ) U {     Fu | Fu∈N}
U {    ¬Fu | Fu∈AF \N  }  ¬

Let one has different services i.e. Fa, Fb : a≠b. Then
δFb (δFa (K)) ≡ Fa   Fb and the services under consideration are

Table 3. TBox representing changes in call and attach-detach models

Statement Description 
DetachedA  
∃Attach.AttachedA  IdleA 

If the terminal is detached from the network, it may perform 
attach procedure which results in attached and idle states.  

AttachedA  IdleA  T_Null If the calling party is attached and idle there is no incoming call. 
T_Null  ∃T_Att_Auth. 
T_Call_Handling 

In case of no incoming call, if the terminating attempt is 
authorized the result is incoming call handling. 

T_Call_Handling  DetachedB   
∃T_Called_Party_Busy.T_Exception 

During incoming call handling if the called party is detached, 
then a busy indication is received and default handling takes 
place. 

T_Call_Handling   IdleB  
∃T_Answer.T_Active  
∃T_No_Answer.T_Exception 
∃T_Abandon.T_Null 

During incoming call handling if the called party is idle, then she 
may answer which results in active state, or she may not answer 
which results in timer expires and default handling, or an 
indication that the calling party abandons the call may be 
received which results in state with no incoming call.  

T_Call_Handling  ¬IdleB  
∃T_Called_Party_Busy.T_Exception 

During incoming call handling if the called party is not idle a 
busy indication is received and default handling takes place. 

T_Exception  T_Null The default handling results in state with no incoming call. 
T_Active  ∃T_Disconnect.T_Null During active state, receiving a disconnect indication results in a 

state with no incoming call.   
Attached  ∃Detach.Detached  If the terminal is attached to the network, it may perform detach 

procedure which results in detached state. 

Detached   ∃ChangeOfPosition. 
Attached  

The mobile terminal detaches from the old serving node and 
attaches to a new one. 

Attached  
∃ChangeOfPosition.Attached  

The mobile terminal performs intra serving node location area 
update. 

Attached  ∃Exception.Detached The mobile terminal loses the signaling connection. 

Attached≡¬Detached The attached state is the opposite of detached state. 
 

 ⊥ 
 ⊥ 

=

 ⊥ 
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such that Fa   Fb ≡ Fb   Fa. We use contexts C[ϕ] to define
refinements in the knowledge base, where ϕ is a subformula of
any formula ψ.

B. Definition of Missed Call Alerting Service
The Missed Call Alerting (MCA) service notifies the origi-

nating party that the terminating party becomes reachable. It is
activated for the terminating party in case the party is not reach-
able. This means that the T_BCSM is applied. In case of an
incoming call to detached terminal, the MCA service marks the
originating party as not notified, and when the terminating party
attaches to the network, the MCA notifies the originating party.
The refinement for MCA service is defined by statements shown
in table 4.

C. Definition of Call Forwarding Unconditional
Service

The Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) service allows
the called subscriber to forward the incoming calls uncondition-
ally to another subscriber. The refinement for CFU service is
defined by statements shown in table 5.

A possible service interaction occurs when a subscriber
B which is detached, has forwarded the incoming calls to a
subscriber C which is also detached. When the subscriber A
calls to B, a busy indication is received and A is marked as not
notified. When B attaches to the network, A is notified. Then
when A places a call to B, the call is forwarded to C and a busy
indication is received.

Table 5. TBox modified by call forwarded unconditional service

Statement Description 
C1[¬  c∈SUBCFUbc  Idleb 
T_Call_Handlingab]  
∃T_Answerab.C2[T_Active]  
∃T_No_Answerab.C2[T_Exception] 

If the subscriber b has not forwarded calls, and 
subscriber a places a call to b, and b is idle, then b may 
answer and become active or b may not answer and the 
timer expires. 

C1[CFUbc   T_Call_Handlingab  Idlec]  
∃T_Answerac.C2[Activeac]  
∃T_No_Answerac.C2[T_Exception] 

If the subscriber b has forwarded calls to subscriber c, 
and the subscriber a places a call to b, and c is idle 
then c may answer and become active or c may not 
answer and the timer expires. 

C3[CFUbc  T_Call_Handlingab  ¬Idlec]   
∃T_Called_Party_Busyac.C4[T_Exception] 

If the subscriber b has forwarded calls to the subscriber 
c, and the subscriber a places a call to b, and c is not 
idle then a busy indication is received. 

C5[CFUbc  T_Call_Handlingab  Detachedc]   
∃T_Called_Party_Busyac.C6[T_Exception] 

If the subscriber b has forwarded calls to the subscriber 
c, and the subscriber a places a call to b, and c is 
detached then a busy indication is received. 

 

Table  4. TBox modified by location changed alerting service

Statement Description 
C1[¬   b∈SUBLCAb  T_Call_Handlingab 

   Detachedb]  ∃T_Called_Party_Busyab. 
C2[T_Exception] 

If the LCAb service is not activated for the subscriber b, 
and an incoming call from subscriber a to b takes place, 
and b is not reachable then a busy indication is received 
and default handling takes place. 

C1[MCAb  T_Call_Handlingab   
Detachedb]  ∃T_called_Party_Busyab. 
C2[T_Exception  ¬Notifieda] 

If the MCAb service is activated for the subscriber b, and 
an incoming call from subscriber a to b takes place, and b 
is not reachable then a busy indication is received and 
default handling takes place, and the subscriber a is 
marked as not notified. 

C3[MCAb  Attachedb Idleb]  
∃Change_Of_Positionb.C4[Attachedb]  
∃T_Attem_Auth.T_Call_Handlingb]  
C5[Notifiedb] 

If the LCAb service is activated for the subscriber b, and b 
changes position and b is idle then a call is initiated to b 
and a busy indication must not be received. 

LCAb  T_Call_Handlingb  Idleb 

   ¬T_Exception 
If the MCAb service is activated for the subscriber b, and 
the subscriber a is notified, and b is attached and idle then 
a busy indication must not be received. 

 

° °
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5. Detection of Service Interaction

A. Tableau method
A knowledge representation system based on description

logics is able to perform specific kinds of reasoning. For ex-
ample, it is important to find out whether a newly defined concept
makes sense or it is contradictory. From a logical point of view,
a concept makes sense for us if there is some interpretation that
satisfies the axioms of T (that is, a model of T ) such that the
concept denotes a nonempty set in that interpretation. A concept
with this property is said to be satisfiable with respect to T and
unsatisfiable otherwise.

Description logics as that for representation of mobile
communication system behavior with negation and disjunction
can be handled by so-called tableau-based algorithms. Instead
of directly testing subsumption of concept descriptions, tableau-
based algorithms use negation to reduce subsumption to
(un)satisfiability of concept descriptions: C    D if ¬C   D is
unsatisfiable.

We use a tableau method [17] to detect feature interac-
tion.

The tableau t    { 〈b | p: C 〉 } is a set of prefixed formulae
where the prefix of given formula consists of a binary string
b := ε | (1|0)+ and a string of alternating names p := n(Rm)+, and
C  is a concept. Here ε is the empty string, n and m are names
of individuals, R stands for the names of roles, and ()+ denotes
one or more occurrences. Strict or relaxed prefix σ1 of given
string σ2 can be defined by total (σ1       σ2) or partial (σ1      σ2)
order. Then bM is called maximal for b in t if
b ∈ t ∧ bM∈t ∧ bM     b ∧ (¬∃b1∈t: bM   b1 ∧ b1    b).

B. Detection of MCA and CFU interaction
The tableau algorithm for detecting interactions between

MCA and CFU services proceeds as follows:

1.Applying AND to the start formula
〈ε | s0:  u∈SUB Detached 〉 gives

1.1 〈ε  | s0: DetachedA〉

1.2 〈ε  | s0: DetachedB〉

1.3 〈ε  | s0: DetachedC〉

2.Applying KB to rule DetachedA     ∃AttachA.AttachedA
  IdleA produces

 〈ε | s0: ¬DetachedA  (∃AttachA.AttachedA IdleA)〉.
Applying OR gives two branches:

2.1 〈0 | s0: ¬DetachedA〉 which is closed.

2.2 〈1 | s0: ∃AttachA.AttachedA   IdleA〉. Applying
AND gives

2.2.1 〈1 | s0: IdleA〉
2.2.2 〈1 | s0: ∃AttachA.AttachedA〉 to which apply-

ing SOME produces 〈1 | s0 AttachA s1: AttachedA〉
3.We derive 〈1 | s0: ¬(AttachedA  IdleA)   T_Null〉 in an

intermediate step, by applying KB. Then applying OR:

3.1 〈10 | s0: ¬(AttachedA   IdleA)〉 (closed as to 2.2).

3.2 〈11 | s0: T_Null〉
4.  We derive
〈11 | s0: ¬T_Null    ∃T_Att_AuthAB.T_Call_HandlingAB〉

in an intermediate step, by applying KB. Then applying OR:

4.1 〈110 | s0: ¬T_Null〉 (closed).
4.2 〈111 | s0: ∃T_Att_AuthAB.T_Call_HandlingAB〉

to which we apply SOME resulting in
〈111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 : T_Call_HandlingAB〉 with

new state s1.

5.We derive

¬DetachedC   ∀T_Call_HandlingAB.DetachedC in an
intermediate step by applying KB to the frame axioms. Then
applying OR:

5.1 〈1110| s0 ¬DetachedC〉 (closed).

5.2 〈1111| s0 ∀T_Call_HandlingAB.DetachedC〉 to
which we apply rule ALL, resulting in

5.3 〈1111| s0 T_Call_HandlingAB s1 : DetachedC〉.
6.We need further intermediate derivation.

Applying  T_Call_HandlingAB   DetachedC     ∃T_Called_
Party_BusyAC.T_Exception    ¬NotifiedA  

of the (MCA-modi-
fied) TBox gives

〈1111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 : ¬(T_Call_HandlingAB   DetachedC)
∃T_Called_Party_BusyAC.T_Exception   ¬NotifiedA〉. Applying
OR:

6.1 〈11110| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 : ¬(T_Call_Handling
   DetachedC) 〉 (closed).

6.2 〈11111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 : ∃T_Called_Party_
BusyAC.T_Exception   ¬NotifiedA〉 to which applying AND
results in

6.2.1 〈11111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 : ∃T_Called_
Party_BusyAC.T_Exception〉 to which we apply SOME result-
ing in 〈 11111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1  T_Called_ Party_BusyAC
s2: T_Exception〉

6.2.2 〈11111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 : ¬NotifiedA〉
7.We derive T_Exception     T_Null

 
to which applying

KB
 
and then OR

 
results in

 〈111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_Party_BusyAC
s2: T_Null〉

8.  We  derive  from  (MCA-modified) Tbox  the rule

=def

Table 6. Tableau method

AND:
〈b | p : D〉

〈b | p : C   D〉
〈b | p : C〉

OR: 〈b | p : C   D〉
〈bM 0| p : C〉
〈bM 1| p : D〉

bM  maximal  for b

SOME:
〈b | pRn : C〉
〈b | p : ∃R.C〉 pRn new (unless pR exists in

the branch)

ALL: 〈b | p : ∀R.C〉
〈b | pRn : C〉 pRn present in b

KB: …

〈b | p : ¬C   D〉
with p present in b
and C     D ∈ T

⎝⎝⎝⎝ ⎝ ⎠⎠⎠⎠ ⎠≺ 

⎝⎝⎝⎝ ⎝⎠⎠⎠⎠ ⎠

⎝⎝⎝⎝ ⎝ ⎠⎠⎠⎠ ⎠
⎝⎝⎝⎝ ⎝⎠⎠⎠⎠ ⎠⎠⎠⎠⎠ ⎠

⎠⎠⎠⎠ ⎠ ⎝⎝⎝⎝ ⎝
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¬NotifiedA   DetachedB  ∃AttachB.AttachedB  IdleB
∃NotifyAB.NotifiedA  

which produces

〈 111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_Party_BusyAC
s2: ¬NotifiedA  DetachedB  ∃AttachB.AttachedB  IdleB   ∃
NotifyAB.NotifiedA〉. Applying KB produces

〈 111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_Party_BusyAC
s2: ¬(¬Notified    DetachedB)   ∃AttachB.AttachedB  IdleB

∃NotifyAB.NotifiedA 〉. Applying OR:

8.1 〈1111110| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_
Party_BusyAC s2: NotifiedA   ¬DetachedB〉 (closed).

8.2  〈1111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_
Party_BusyAC s2: ∃AttachB.AttachedB  IdleB   ∃NotifyAB.
NotifiedA〉 to which we apply AND resulting in

8.2.1 〈1111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_
Party_BusyAC s2 :  ∃AttachB.AttachedB〉
to which applying SOME results in

〈1111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_Party_BusyAC
s2 AttachB s3:  AttachedB〉.

8.2.2 〈1111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_
Party_BusyAC s2 : IdleB〉

8.2.3 〈1111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_
Party_BusyAC s2 :  ∃NotifyAB.NotifiedA〉
to which applying SOME results in

〈1111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_Party_BusyAC
s2 NotifyAB s3:  NotifiedA〉.

9.  We derive T_Null ∃T_Att_AuthAB.
T_Call_HandlingAB 

and apply KB which results in
〈 1111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_Party_BusyAC

s2 NotifyAB s3: ¬(T_Null IdleB) ∃T_Att_AuthAB.
T_Call_HandlingAB〉. Apply OR:

9.1 〈 11111110| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_
Party_BusyAC s2 NotifyAB s3: ¬(T_Null  IdleB)〉 (closed).

9.2 〈 11111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_
Party_BusyAC s2 NotifyAB s3: ∃T_Att_AuthAB.
T_Call_HandlingAB〉 to which applying SOME produces
〈 11111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_Party_BusyAC s2
NotifyAB s3 T_Att_AuthAB s4 :T_Call_HandlingAB〉.

10. We derive 〈 11111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1
T_Called_Party_BusyAC s2 NotifyAB s3 T_Att_AuthAB s4 :
¬(Term_Call_HandlingAB DetachedC) ∃T_Called_
Party_BusyAC.T_Exception〉 in an intermediate step by apply-
ing KB. Apply OR:

10.1 〈 111111110| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_
Party_BusyAC s2 NotifyAB s3 T_Att_AuthAB s4 : ¬(Term_Call_
HandlingAB   DetachedC)〉 (closed).

10.2 〈 111111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_
Party_BusyAC s2 NotifyAB s3 T_Att_AuthAB s4 : ∃T_Called_
Party_BusyAC.T_Exception〉 to which applying SOME results
in 〈 1111111| s0 T_Att_AuthAB s1 T_Called_Party_BusyAC s2
NotifyAB s3 T_Att_AuthAB s4 T_Called_Party_BusyAC s5 :
T_Exception〉.

11. At last we derive MCAB   NotifiedA IdleB ¬T_
Exception and with 8.2.2, 8.2.3 and 10.2 we finish the closure.

The result is a closed tableau which means that
δCFU(δMCA(MCS)) interacts on activation {MCAB}∪{CFUB}. It
is important to mention that the service interaction can be de-
tected automatically since the programmability of the algorithm.

6. Conclusion

The description of the mobile communication system
behavior as processes related to CAMEL basic call processing
and mobility management allows interaction with the CAMEL
service logic.  The suggested approach to representation of
basic states of a party involved in a call and attach-detach states
of a mobile terminal provides means for detection of interactions
between call-related and call unrelated CAMEL services.

CAMEL also offers possibility of triggering services as a
result of messaging events and resource reservation for data
communication (PDP context setup). The SMS state model makes
it possible to start CAMEL services as the result of sending a
short message. The PDP context state model allows CAMEL
service to control the process of resource reservation for data
communications.

Following the suggested approach both SMS state model
and PDP context model may be described as logical rules.
Representing the CAMEL state models by description logic
provides formal description of mobile communication system’s
behavior.

Service behavior may be described by refinements and
modifications. By applying standard inference algorithms, ser-
vice interaction can be detected automatically.
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